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1.  Current News.  
• There’s no news from Chris on the status of the NIST proposal. 

**Action CWS:  Revise narrative.
**Action YJB:  Edit narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• Progress on Yorke’s new research group at Dartmouth continues to be slow while waiting for
the issue to rise in the priorities of the department chairman.  In the background, Yorke is
working on finding space to propose.  He has been invited to give a talk to the Physics
Society (an organization of  undergraduate physics and engineering majors) next week and
hopes to generate some interest in the undertaking.

**Action YJB:  Organize new Dartmouth group and report status.

2.  Working Schedule.
• There’s no change in Greencube status:   still waiting for the stars to align to launch the “test”

flight.  Final exams are coming up...  Isaac and Amanda are in touch on flying the iPhone.

**Action IS:  Coordinate with Amanda on adding iPhone to payload.

• Yorke has distributed and posted the working the proposed flight schedule he had submitted
to Chris for inclusion in the NIST proposal.

**Action YB: Distribute the development plan worked out for the NIST proposal. — Completed

3.  Simulation, Effectiveness Computations. 
•  Trystyn distributed his first cut at a spreadsheet for modeling the optical path and computing

the response of the detector.  Yorke reviewed it and suggested that Trystan should prepare an
analysis of the computational strategy before attempting to implement the computations into
a spreadsheet.  We discussed this issue briefly and Justin agreed that he would continue to
steer Trystyn in this direction.

**Action TB: Refine and distribute optical path spreadsheet.
**Action YB: Review optical path spreadsheet.



4.  ICD and Scheduling
• We discussed the pros and cons of standardizing on a particular CAD system for the project. 

Although we could see some benefits to standardization, it wasn’t clear at all that
standardization was a strong requirement.  Yorke reported discussing the issue with Peter,
who indicated that there was some SolidWorks expertise around the department but thought
that Isaac was probably more adept with AutoCAD.  Yorke indicated that he was most
familiar (“expert” would be an exaggeration...) with TurboCAD.  Justin expressed quite a bit
of concern with the costs associated with SolidWorks, and found the idea of TurboCAD quite
intriguing.  It’s a very low-cost program that might be entirely adequate for our needs.   He
agreed to investigate both the suitability of TurboCAD and the practicalities of SolidWorks.

**Actin JA: Investigate TurboCAD and SolidWorks.

5.  Current Development Issues. 
• Justin has been busy with other priorities—notably the installation of demonstration spark

and cloud chambers at the Henry Museum—and had not made progress on the “shopping
list.”

**Action JA: Research LDs and prepare shopping list.

• Similarly, Yorke has been preoccupied and has not made concrete progress on the source
specifications.

**Action YJB: Prepare outline of spec for source.
**Action YJB: Sketch design of LED dummy source.

6.  Further meetings.  We decided that it is not clear whether we should go with weekly or
biweekly meetings and so decided to make a decision at each meeting.  This meeting was pretty
low-key with only two attendees and not much progress to report, so we decided to meet again in
a week.  We still like Skype.  We’ll meet again 2:00 EST Friday, 11 Mar.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


